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Kemp Overview
25000+ global customers
Established early 2000s
60000+ app deployments
115 countries deployed
ADC - Application Delivery Controller (fancy load balancer)
Application Delivery - Why?
Availability - transparent failover when application resources fail
Scalability - easily add and remove application resources to meet changing demands
Security - authenticate users and protect applications against attack
Performance - offload security processing and content optimisation to Load Balancer
Control - visibility on application resource availability, health and performance
Product Overview
LoadMaster - scalable, secure apps
- Load balancing
- Traffic optimisation
- Security
360 Central - control, visibility
- Management
- Automation
- Provisioning
360 Vision - Shorter MTTD / MTTR
- predictive analytics
- Automated incident réponse
- Observability
Load balancing is not networking. Not servers either. Somehow in between. Deal
with the application from the networking perspective.
Object Storage 101 - Not your traditional array
What’s the problem???
More Data
- Global data by 2025 = 163 Zettabytes (that is 1,000,000 PB!)
- 1000% increase from 16.1 ZB in 2016
Internet of Things
- Most organisations incorporate some element of IoT in their IT architecture
Big Data

- More sources and devices generating data, big data applications providing real
time analysis
Modern Applications / Next Generation / Cloud Native
- Future proof the development of applications to support this enormous growth of
data
What Object storage is not ...
Traditional File & Block storage
Network Attached Storage (NAS) = File storage
- manages user privileges
- File locking
- Good for 100s, 1000s, 1000000s of files (not billions)
Storage Area Network (SAN) = Block storage
- files are split into blocks of data
- No metadata on what the data is
- Cost and Scale
Hello Elastic Cloud Storage
Software-defined Object Storage
- Objects are bundled data with metadata
- The object storage app manages the storage
- no real file system needed
- Easily scale by just adding disks
- Low TCO
- Access via API
Services
- S3
- Atmos
- Swift
- NFS
*Kemp / Dell EMC ECS Solution
Modernise existing applications
Lower primary storage costs
Accelerate Cloud native apps
- Maximise value from infrastructure investment
- improve service availability and resilience
- enable cloud storage scalability for next gen apps
Ultimately everything sits on hardware somewhere

Load Balancing Use Cases for ECS
High Availability
- ECS Node redundancy in the event of failure
- A load balancer is required to allow for automatic failover and event distribution of
traffic
Global Balancing
- Multiple clusters across different DCs
- Global Server Load Balancing provides distribution of connections across these
clusters based on proximity
Security
- Offloading encryption from the Dell EMC ECS nodes to Kemp LoadMaster can
greatly increase performance and simplify the management of transport layer
security certificates
IPv6 to IPv4
- Dell EMC ECS does not support IPv6 natively therefore Kemp will provide that
translation to IPv4

Kurt Jung - Demo Time
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*Multi-cluster Scaling

Kurt - Demo 2 - Global Load Balancing
What’s to come?

Also aiming for improved analytics and orchestration

